minimum interval of 905 ms (55 frames). The experiment consisted of 12 blocks of 40 trials each, resulting in 120 trials per experimental condition. Blocks were administered in random order. The responding hand was changed halfway through the experiment, and the sequence of hand usage was counterbalanced across subjects. One subject was excluded from further analysis because of difficulty in detecting the matching symbols.

Data acquisition

The electrode positions shown schematically in Fig. 1 are specified in a previous report19. The EEG was recorded with a sampling rate of 250 Hz and a bandpass of d.c. to 50 Hz. Individual trials were discarded on the basis of blink or electromyogram (EMG) artefacts in the scalp channels exceeding 75 μV, or when lateral eye movements monitored in the horizontal electro-oculogram (EOG) deviated more than 11 μV (1°) from fixation. These stringent criteria resulted in a mean rejection rate of 30% of the trials. In order to analyse the SSVEP, artefact-free EEG epochs were averaged separately for each experimental condition and algebraically re-referenced to averaged mastoids by subtracting one-half of the averaged signal recorded from the mastoid opposite the reference mastoid from the averaged signals at each scalp site. The averaging epochs extended from 500 ms before to 2.500 ms after the time point when all streams were synchronized (that is, from 26 to 3,026 ms after flicker onset). SSVEP amplitudes were extracted by means of complex demodulation of the averaged waveform20,21. To avoid including the visual evoked response to flicker onset in the SSVEP measurements, the first 500 ms of each epoch were excluded from analysis. Thus, mean SSVEP amplitudes were calculated over the interval 526 to 3,026 ms after flicker onset.

Data analysis

For testing the significance of SSVEP amplitude changes, the posterior electrode site that exhibited the largest overall attention effect (comparing attended versus ignored positions) was selected for each subject. These amplitude values were subjected to paired t-tests between conditions, and corrected for multiple comparisons by the Bonferroni–Dunn criterion. As a reliability check, the averaged amplitudes across three standard electrode locations (PO3/4, PO7/8 and O1/2) were also subjected to paired t-tests for the attended versus ignored SSVEPs at 8.69 Hz and 20.27 Hz under conditions of attention to separated locations.

Only button-presses occurring between 250 and 1,000 ms after target-pair onset were accepted as correct detections. False alarms for the adjacent condition were defined as button presses occurring in response to a target presented at only one of the attended locations. For the separate conditions, false alarms were defined as button presses in response to a target presented in only one of the attended locations and/or in the intermediate to-be-ignored position. Target detection rates, reaction times and false alarms were tested by one factor repeated measures analysis of variance (experimental condition).
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Perceptual consequences of centre–surround antagonism in visual motion processing
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Centre–surround receptive field organization is a ubiquitous property in mammalian visual systems, presumably tailored to extract imaging features that are differentially distributed over space1. In visual motion, this is evident as antagonistic interactions between centre and surround regions of the receptive fields of many direction-selective neurons in visual cortex2–4. In a series of psychophysical experiments we make the counterintuitive observation that increasing the size of a high-contrast moving pattern renders its direction of motion more difficult to perceive and reduces its effectiveness as an adaptation stimulus. We propose that this is a perceptual correlate of centre–surround antagonism, possibly within a population of neurons in the middle temporal visual area. The spatial antagonism of motion signals observed at high contrast gives way to spatial summation as contrast decreases. Evidently, integration of motion signals over space depends crucially on the visibility of those signals, thereby allowing the visual system to register motion information efficiently and adaptively.

Centre–surround neurons, especially those in the middle temporal visual area (MT), are believed to be crucially involved in the perception of object motion5, in figure–ground segmentation6, and in the registration of three-dimensional shape from motion7,8. By analogy with other aspects of vision9,10, if centre–surround antagonism is an integral part of motion processing, we should expect to see a perceptual signature of this antagonism in the form of impaired motion visibility with increasing stimulus size. However, existing evidence shows that increasing the size of a low-contrast moving stimulus enhances its visibility9,11, presumably...
owing to spatial summation. Such psychophysical estimations of the spatial properties of motion mechanisms tend to be based on low-contrast or noisy stimuli, whereas physiological descriptions of centre-surround motion neurons have been obtained with high-contrast motion. Moreover, in the visual cortex, the nature of centre-surround interactions is often dependent on contrast: surround suppression is stronger at high contrast and spatial summation is more pronounced at low contrast \(^{10-14}\). Thus, threshold contrast measurements might not fully describe the spatial properties of human motion perception, especially at high contrast. With this in mind, we devised alternative approaches for measuring motion sensitivity.

In our first experiment we measured the threshold exposure duration required for human observers to accurately identify the motion direction of a drifting Gabor patch. In separate conditions, observers viewed foveally presented Gabor patches of various sizes and contrasts. Spatial frequency and speed were fixed at 1 cycle per degree and \(2^\circ\) s\(^{-1}\), respectively. The contrast of a Gabor patch was ramped on and off with a temporal gaussian envelope, allowing the presentation of brief motion stimuli.

Increasing stimulus contrast resulted in a marked change in the way in which motion signals were integrated over space (Fig. 1). At low contrast (2.8%), duration thresholds decreased with increasing size, reaching a lower asymptote at about 40 ms (Fig. 1a, c). This result, implying spatial summation of motion signals, is consistent with earlier reports\(^ {12,13}\). At high contrast, however, duration thresholds increased fourfold as the Gabor patch width increased from 0.7' to 5'. In other words, for small Gabor patches, performance improved with increasing contrast, whereas for large Gabor patches, performance deteriorated substantially with contrast (Fig. 1b). These highly surprising results imply neural processes fundamentally different from spatial summation. Closer examination of the results reveals that the increase in duration threshold was greatest for Gabor patches larger than 2.7' in width (arrow in Fig. 1b), indicating the existence of a 'critical size'. We speculated that surround inhibition might be responsible for the observed decrease in motion sensitivity, leading us to explore this hypothesis in several more experiments.

Similar contrast-dependent size effects were obtained with fast-moving stimuli (8' s\(^{-1}\)) and with Gabor patches whose spatial bandwidth was held constant by scaling spatial frequency (1 cycle per \(\sigma\)). We also manipulated the effective stimulus contrast by adding variable amounts of dynamic noise to a fixed-contrast Gabor patch. We found evidence for spatial summation when motion appeared within high-contrast noise, and evidence for spatial suppression when motion appeared within weak noise or when noise was absent altogether (Fig. 2a). In other words, the presence of noise actually improved the visibility of large-motion stimuli.

Most neurophysiological explorations of centre-surround motion neurons have been performed with spatially broadband random-dot displays. We therefore also investigated effects of size with random-dot stimuli (light and dark pixels, each 3 x 3 arcmin) presented in a spatial gaussian envelope. From frame to frame of the animation, half of the pixels shifted in one direction (6.2' s\(^{-1}\)) while the remaining pixels were randomly regenerated, conditions producing vivid motion perception at suprathreshold exposure durations. Duration thresholds with these stimuli, too, yielded evidence for spatial summation at low contrast and spatial suppression at high contrast (Fig. 2b).

Realizing that the receptive field sizes of motion-sensitive neurons increase with retinal eccentricity\(^ {16,17}\), we wondered whether the detrimental effect of stimulus size at high contrast would diminish with increasing eccentricity. Accordingly, we manipulated the display size for a range of eccentricities with contrast fixed at 92%. Once again, foveal presentation yielded evidence for surround suppression (Fig. 2c). As eccentricity increased, duration thresholds decreased for all sizes. More importantly, the size dependence of duration thresholds changed systematically with eccentricity, with almost no effect at the largest eccentricity tested.

The motion strength of a periodic Gabor patch can also be varied

\[ \text{Figure 1} \] Effects of size and contrast on motion perception. Individual data points are averages for five observers. Results are means ± s.e.m. a, Duration thresholds as a function of stimulus size at different contrasts. b, Duration thresholds as a function of contrast for a range of stimulus sizes. c, Log of threshold change as a function of stimulus size at different contrasts. For each observer, the logarithm of the threshold change was calculated relative to the duration threshold for the smallest size (0.7') at each contrast level. Note that the transition from suppression to summation occurs at about 5% contrast, a value that, coincidentally or not, is the contrast in which MT neurons attain about 25% of their maximum response on average\(^ {28}\). d, A Gabor patch 2.7' wide shown relative to an average foveal macaque MT receptive field. The dashed dark circle illustrates the stimulus size beyond which an average foveal MT centre-surround neuron exhibits surround suppression\(^ {10}\). The radius of the surround is usually about three times the centre radius, as indicated by the full circle. The full spatial extent of the Gabor patch (\(r = 3\sigma = 4'\)) is indicated by the white dashed circle. This comparison assumes that the properties of human and macaque MT are comparable\(^ {28}\) and that the receptive field sizes are similar for the two species\(^ {30}\).

\[ \text{Figure 2} \] Results from added-noise, random-dot and eccentricity experiments. a, Duration thresholds as a function of stimulus size at different noise contrasts. b, Duration thresholds as a function of random-dot stimulus size at different contrasts. c, Duration thresholds as a function of stimulus size at different eccentricities. Results are means ± s.e.m.
by adjusting the magnitude of an abrupt phase shift: increasing phase shifts from 0° to 90° enhances the visibility of motion. We conducted an experiment in which observers identified the motion direction of a fixed-contrast Gabor patch that abruptly shifted in phase in the middle of a 100-ms presentation interval. Threshold phase shift was obtained for a range of contrasts and sizes with spatial frequency fixed at 0.5 cycle per degree. Results (Fig. 3a) replicated the duration threshold findings, again showing the spatial suppression of motion signals at high contrast.

Given the reduced visibility of isoluminant moving stimuli, we might expect spatial summation of isoluminant stimuli similar to that observed for low-contrast and noisy stimuli. Using the phase-shift procedure from the previous experiment, we compared thresholds for isoluminant (red–green) and high-luminance contrast (yellow–black) Gabor patches. Once again, luminance contrast stimuli exhibited surround suppression (Fig. 3b). However, thresholds for isoluminant stimuli decreased with increasing size, exhibiting spatial summation. This result is surprising in that motion-defined motion with large stimuli was actually perceived more accurately than luminance-defined motion, presumably because the latter is affected by surround suppression.

Surround inhibition in motion-sensitive neurons decreases neural activity in response to a large moving stimulus. This decreased activity might be evident in weaker adaptation of motion-sensitive centre–surround neurons during prolonged exposure to motion. The motion after-effect (MAE)—an illusory perception of motion after prolonged exposure to motion—is thought to reflect the adaptation of motion-sensitive neurons. Given our findings, we predicted that adapting to a low-contrast moving stimulus should result in a weaker MAE, whereas adaptation to a low-contrast stimulus should not. We explored these predictions by inducing MAE with moving Gabor patches of various sizes and contrasts, and testing MAE strength with a small test stimulus. As predicted, MAE strength decreased with increasing size when observers adapted to a high-contrast Gabor patch, indicating spatial suppression (Fig. 4). This result is consistent with earlier observations that were restricted to high-contrast adapting stimuli. In contrast, as predicted, when a low-contrast adapting stimulus was used, MAE strength increased with increasing size.

The present study reveals that large-sized objects detrimentally affect human motion perception, which contradicts intuition and challenges accepted ideas about the spatial properties of motion perception. In psychophysics, spatial summation has often been assumed as a basic characteristic of motion processing, but we show here that this holds only for conditions of low visibility. In addition, our results corroborate and help to explain some earlier findings. Dividing a large high-contrast object into smaller parts actually improved performance in a speed discrimination task, leading to the suggestion of surround suppression as one possible explanation. Increasing the contrast of a briefly presented, large drifting grating decreased performance, agreeing with a portion of our findings (filled diamonds in Fig. 1b). Brief motion stimuli, by virtue of their broad temporal frequency spectrum, might therefore stimulate motion filters tuned to opposing directions of motion.

At high contrast, these paired filters could saturate impairing direction identification; however, this fails to explain the effects of size that are central to the present study. Moreover, paired opponent filters cannot explain the MAE results (Fig. 4) that generalize our principal findings to prolonged motion stimuli.

For several reasons we believe that our results might reflect the receptive field properties of centre–surround neurons in MT. First, impaired visual performance with larger stimuli has been construed as the perceptual signature expected from antagonistic centre–surround mechanisms. Second, the ‘critical size’ at which we begin to observe strong surround suppression (Fig. 1b) is large enough to impinge on the surrounds of MT neurons with foveal receptive fields (Fig. 1d). However, this critical size is much larger than receptive fields in the primary visual area (V1) and much smaller than receptive fields in the lateral part of area MST (medial temporal), which are cortical areas other than MT that contain centre–surround motion neurons.

Third, the detrimental effect of stimulus size diminishes in the visual periphery, which is consistent with the increase in sizes of MT receptive fields with eccentricity. Fourth, MAE, a perceptual after-effect attributed, at least in part, to MT activity, is weaker if induced with large high-contrast stimuli. This result is expected if such stimuli inhibit the activity of MT neurons whose adaptation normally contributes to the MAE. Last, MT neurons respond more weakly to motion of isoluminant gratings than to motion of luminance gratings, a property that dovetails nicely with the failure of isoluminant motion to produce surround suppression.

Our conclusion rests on several assumptions, which are not unreasonable given existing evidence. We assume that the quality of motion perception covaries with underlying neuronal firing rate—a reasonable assumption for MT neurons. We also assume that the strength of surround suppression induced by a large moving object is not substantially altered because of the variations in receptive field size and eccentricity. Of course, surrounds of some neurons will be only partly stimulated, particularly those with receptive field centres aligned along the stimulus border. However, because the border of our stimuli is blurred and low in contrast (Fig. 1d), these ‘border neurons’, too, will be affected by surround suppression.

Figure 3 Results from phase-shift and isoluminant-motion experiments. a. Phase-shift thresholds as a function of stimulus size at different contrasts. b. Phase-shift thresholds as a function of stimulus size for luminance contrast (filled circles) and isoluminant (open circles) stimuli. Results are means ± s.e.m.

Figure 4 Effects of stimulus size and contrast on the MAE strength for three subjects, A.P. (top), R.B. (middle) and D.T. (bottom). Filled symbols show MAE strength for low-contrast adaptation (2.8%). Empty symbols show results for high-contrast adaptation (26%). Results are means ± s.e.m.
suppression, because their partly stimulated surrogates will receive higher contrast stimulation than their centres. Last, we assume that our results arise from centre-surround neurons, and not the so-called ‘wide-field’ MT neurons, which show no suppression1. Centre-surround and wide-field neurons are anatomically segregated1,2 and produce different behavioural effects when artificially stimulated, leading to the conclusion that wide-field neurons might not be directly involved in signalling object motion3.

Our results generate testable predictions. First, they predict that response strength in MT to isoluminant motion stimuli, although weak, should increase with stimulus size. Second, the observed contrast dependence of the spatial integration of motion signals is particularly interesting. It predicts contrast-dependent changes in receptive field properties of MT neurons similar to those observed in V1 (refs 14–16), which should be measurable with neurophysiological and neuroimaging techniques.

Why, though, is the nature of centre–surround interactions important in motion perception so markedly affected by contrast? At high contrast, the computational benefits of surround suppression5–10 probably outweigh obligatory decreases in response activity and reduced sensitivity. At low contrast, high sensitivity is essential, so it makes functional sense that receptive field organization shifts from surround suppression to spatial summation. The integration of motion signals over space is therefore an adaptive process that enables the visual system to process moving stimuli more efficiently by employing computationally important suppressive mechanisms only when the sensory input is strong enough to guarantee visibility.

Methods

Displays and viewing conditions

Patterns were shown on a monitor with linear display characteristics (800 pixels × 600 pixels resolution, 120 Hz). The main results were confirmed at 160 and 200 Hz. Viewing was binocular at 83 cm. The ambient illumination was 4.8 cd m−2. The background luminance was 60.5 cd m−2. The size of the visual field was the 2α width of a Gabor patch, a drifting vertical sine grating windowed by a stationary two-dimensional gaussian envelope (Fig. 1d), where σ is the standard deviation of the gaussian. Duration was defined as 2α of the temporal gaussian envelope. On each trial, a drifting Gabor patch was presented foveally and observers indicated the perceived direction (left or right) by a key press. Feedback was provided. Duration thresholds (82%) were estimated by interleaved QUEST5

Presenting the same two gratings in phase produces a yellow–black luminance grating. The opposite directions (the stimulus parameters were the same as in the adapting Gabor patch except the width, which was fixed to 1α). When the contrasts of two Gabor patches were identical, the motion was ambiguous and the test stimulus seemed to flicker. Adapting to a motion in one direction effectively decreases the motion strength of the Gabor patch moving in the adapted direction and the test stimulus appears to move in the opposite direction. Then, to restore the perception of flicker, the contrast of the Gabor patch moving in the adapted direction is increased and the contrast of the other Gabor patch is decreased. The contrast ratio required to restore flicker perception is taken as a measure of MAE strength (higher contrast ratio corresponds to stronger MAE). The initial adaptation was for 30 s (a ‘top’ adaptation after the first trial), followed by a 0.3-s blank screen and a 1-s test stimulus. After viewing the test stimulus, observers indicated the perceived direction. The contrast ratio of two Gabor patches composing the test stimulus was then adjusted under the control of two interleaved ‘one-up—one-down’ staircases. Each staircase converged after six reversals, with the average of the last four reversals taken as the result. Eight measurements were made for each condition.
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